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Firearm safety is YOUR responsibility. You must memorize
and put into practice the 4 Rules of Firearm Safety:
1. ASSUME EVERY WEAPON IS LOADED.
2. KEEP YOUR FINGER OFF THE TRIGGER UNTIL
YOU ARE READY TO SHOOT.

Ergonomic Modular Rail V3 with M-LOK Support

•

Proprietary Barrel Nut and Shim Kit

•

Handguard Attachment Screws (6 total)

•

Instruction Sheet & Drawing

•

Wrench to remove stock barrel nut

•

ALG Defense Barrel Nut Wrench

•

12” length of 1” pipe
(McMaster Carr P/N: 7750K113)

•

Method of securely holding upper receiver such
as a Geissele Reaction Rod

•

Grease or Anti-Seize

ADDITIONAL TOOLS REQUIRED:

STOCK HANDGUARD REMOVAL

1.

Unload weapon and make safe.

2.

Follow the weapon manufacturer’s procedure
to remove the stock handguard and gas block
assembly.

3.

With the stock barrel nut removed clean all threads
thoroughly. Visually inspect the threads on the upper
receiver for burrs or deformation.

4.

Secure the upper receiver assembly with a Geissele
Reaction Rod or other means.

5.

With the upper receiver and barrel well supported
assembly can begin. First, be sure to apply a liberal
amount of anti-seize or grease to the threads on the
receiver, torque shoulder of the barrel extension and
ALG alignment shims.

6.

Install barrel into upper receiver and install the
BLACK, 0.015” Shim onto the barrel shoulder as
shown in Figure 1.

3. DO NOT LET THE MUZZLE POINT AT ANYTHING
YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO DESTROY.
4. KNOW YOUR TARGET AND WHAT IS BEYOND.

PACKAGE CONTENTS

•

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE V3 M-LOK

The Ergonomic Modular Rail (EMR) V3 with Magpul M-LOK
support allows the user to mount an array of third party
accessories and customize their weapon platform to suit
their needs. M-LOK accessories can be attached along the
length of the rail at 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 o’clock positions. The
EMR V3 M-LOK also features two integrated anti-rotational
QD slots at the base of the rail at the 2 and 10 o’clock
positions.
The V3 is the latest iteration in the EMR handguard line.
It features a full Picatinny rail in the 12 o’clock position
for maximum flexibility in attaching accessories. The
machined M1913 section is ideal for attaching front sights,
lasers, IR illuminators, lights and any other optic or sling
related M1913 compatible accessory.

BARREL NUT INSTALLATION

The ALG Defense EMR V3 with M-LOK is designed to fit M4
Carbine Mil-Spec forged flat top upper receivers. If the EMR
will be extending past the gas block a low profile gas block
such as the Geissele Super Gas Block must be used. Upper
receivers that are not Mil-Spec such as those manufactured
from billet may need to have gunsmith modifications made
to the handguard to fit properly. Compatibility with gas
piston systems is unknown at this time.
READ THIS ENTIRE MANUAL BEFORE PROCEEDING
WITH INSTALLATION:
Although this handguard was designed for easy installation,
some specialized tools are required. Installation by a certified
gunsmith is recommended.

Figure 1
WARNING: The barrel nut must be installed with
either the black shim or a correctly selected
shim pack.

7.

Begin threading the ALG Barrel nut onto the receiver
by hand. The nut should thread on without much
force. If the nut begins to bind STOP and back the nut
off of the receiver. Re-inspect the receiver threads for
burrs or deformation.

8.

Use the ALG Barrel Nut Wrench to tighten and
loosen the barrel nut three times. Tighten as hard as
possible USING ONLY YOUR HAND TO TURN THE
BARREL NUT WRENCH. This step is necessary to
fully seat the shim pack and get an accurate reading
on the required shims.

9.

Now, with the barrel nut tightened by hand, reposition
the ALG Barrel Nut Wrench with the handle in the 1 to
3 o’clock position as shown in Figure 2 below.

with the correct torque between the barrel nut and
upper receiver. The barrel nut wrench has a set of
shim selection points around its perimeter to aid
in selecting the proper shim pack for your upper
receiver and barrel combination.
12. Observe which of the shim selection points most
closely aligns with the center line of the upper
receiver (Figure 4). Match this selection with the
wrench chart in Figure 6 to pick out the proper shim
combination. If the centerline of the upper receiver is
in between the shim selection points choose the point
closest to the pre-torque band.
Figure 4

Figure 2

In this example the indicator for the Red and Purple Shim set
(from Figure 6) most closely aligns with the center of the
upper receiver.

13. Loosen the barrel nut and remove the barrel nut
wrench and barrel nut from the upper receiver.

The ALG Barrel Nut Wrench placed with the handle in the 1 to
3 o’clock position. When the wrench is placed correctly one of
the indicators will line up with the center of the upper receiver.

10. With the wrench placed as specified in Step 9,
observe where the pre-torque band is located. For
proper tension and alignment after tightening with
the wrench it is critical that a portion of this pretorque band is in the center of M1913 rail on top of
the upper receiver (Figure 3).
If the pre-torque band is not aligned DO NOT tighten
the nut. Move on to Step 11. If the pre-torque band
is correctly aligned proceed to Step 17.
Figure 3

14. Remove the BLACK 0.015” shim from the barrel
shoulder. Be aware it might be attached to the
barrel nut.
15. Add the shim combination selected in Step 12 to the
top of the barrel shoulder and make sure to apply
grease to them. If the shim selection does not include
the Black shim make sure it is removed. Thread
the ALG Barrel Nut onto the upper receiver/barrel
combination until it is tight BY HAND ONLY.
16. Install the wrench with the handle roughly in the 3
o’clock position and observe where the pre-torque
band aligns with the upper receiver (Figure 5).
Figure 5

Detail view showing the pre-torque band of the ALG wrench
correctly aligning with the center of the M1913 rail of an
upper receiver.

11. ALG Defense has included a shim kit to help achieve
proper alignment of the nut and gas tube along

This view details the wrench as attached to the barrel nut.

Figure 6

EXPLANATION OF SHIMS AND
BARREL NUT TORQUE:
The different colored barrel shims are
included to help achieve proper tension
between the ALG barrel nut and the
upper receiver while allowing the gas
tube to pass through the barrel nut
without binding. Each color signifies a
shim with slightly different thickness.

When holding the ALG Barrel Nut Wrench as shown the indicators for selecting a shim stack are
clearly visible between the 12 o’clock and 2 o’clock position.

17. If the pre-torque band is within its range it is now
acceptable to torque down the barrel nut using the
barrel nut wrench. Begin to tighten the nut until
the final alignment point is centered on the upper
receiver as shown. The ALG Barrel Nut Wrench
handle was designed so a piece of 12” long 1” pipe
can provide the additional leverage needed to fully
tighten the barrel nut.
18. If the fully torqued position point is centered on
the M1913 rail on the upper receiver the barrel
nut will be spaced so installing the gas tube is
possible (Figure 7).

Figure 7

21. Inspect the ALG barrel nut outside diameter for
burrs or dings that could have occurred during
installation. After inspection slide the ALG EMR onto
the barrel nut making sure the rounded tower is at
the 12 o’clock position and is aligned with the gas
tube. A light film of oil on the barrel nut can aid in
installation.

NOTE: The barrel nut and handguard interface was
engineered and precisely machined for a close fit. By
wiggling and applying slight downward pressure the
handguard should slide onto the barrel nut. If force
is required there is something wrong. Remove the
handrail and inspect the outside of the barrel nut and
inside of the handrail.

22. Align the 6 bolt holes on the handrail with the proper
tapped holes in the barrel nut. To achieve this the
handguard will need to sit slightly away from the
upper receiver.
23. Install the screws and tighten with a short arm hex
key. Using a short arm hex key will ensure the bolts
are not over-torqued.
This diagram shows the final torque indicator ridge properly
aligned with the center of the upper receiver. Also note the
gas tube port is visible through the barrel nut and aligned
with the groove in the barrel nut.

UTILIZING THE M-LOK ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

19. Install the gas tube and low-profile gas block onto
the upper receiver and barrel according to the gas
block manufacturer instructions. Double check that
the gas tube does not contact the barrel nut.

The EMR M-LOK has been designed using Magpul’s
advanced M-LOK modular locking accessory mounting
system. This system allows the user to easily add or
remove accessories based on mission requirements
using a 1/8” hex key. Be sure to read the instructions
below carefully, improper installation may cause
permanent damage to your rail that is not covered by
the ALG warranty.

20. Once the gas tube is installed, take the bolt carrier
assembly and slide it into the upper receiver making
sure the gas tube slides freely into the gas key and
there is no binding.

24. To install make sure the nut is started onto the bolt
with at least 1 full thread showing out the back of the
nut (Figure 8). If one full thread is not showing, there
is a chance that the M-LOK nut will not cam into the
M-LOK slot properly. If this occurs and the screw is

INSTALLING GAS TUBE AND HANDRAIL

tightened, the M-LOK nut can pull through the rail
leaving a gash in the rail and causing a burr in the
surface.

that protrudes through the back of the M-LOK nut
does not make contact with your low-profile gas
block. It may be necessary to trim the length of the
screw so that it is flush with the M-LOK nut when
tightened to allow proper clearance for your lowprofile gas block. Please review the note below.

Figure 8

25. Align the nut with the recoil lugs so they pass through
the M-LOK slots (Figure 9).

NOTE: If accessories will be mounted in the 12 o’clock
position, such as a front sight or flashlight mount, a true
low-profile gas block must be used. To ensure proper
fitment, there must be a maximum of .07” of material or less
on top of the gas tube port of the gas block (Figure 11).
Figure 11

Figure 9

.07

Detail view showing the camming M-LOK nut unlocked and ready
to insert or remove the accessory.

For proper clearance a low profile
gas block must be used.
(Geissele Super Gas Block shown
here as an example.)

26. Begin to tighten the bolt one full turn with the
hex key. The cammed nut will rotate, tighten, and
eventually lock into place retaining the accessory on
the handguard. Additional torque can be applied to
hold the accessory in place. (Figure 10).
Figure 10

Detail view showing the camming M-LOK nuts locked in place to
retain the accessory.
27. Removing the accessory requires 1 turn
counterclockwise. The cammed nut will align with the
recoil lugs on the accessory allowing the accessory
to come off the rail. Care should be taken to not
remove the nut from the bolt or M-LOK accessory.
Loosening the screw further than 1 turn may result
in permanent damage to the rail due to the issues
described in Step 24.
28. When attaching accessories in the 12 o’clock
position, you may be required to modify the length of
the screw on the M-LOK accessory you are attaching.
Check to make sure that the screw on the accessory

Thank You For Your Purchase.
Contact ALG Defense with any questions.
ALG Defense, Inc. • 800 E. Walnut Street • North Wales, PA 19454
TEL: 610.635.8937 | FAX: 484.388.4373
E-MAIL: sales@algdefense.com | WEB: www.algdefense.com
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THIS DRAWING IS PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL
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THIS DRAWING HAS COPYRIGHT WHICH IS OWNED BY ALG DEFENSE
NEITHER THIS DRAWING ITSELF NOR ARTICLE NOR COMPONENT ILLUSTRATED
THEREIN MAY BE REPRODUCED IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM
WHATSOEVER WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORITY FROM ALG DEFENSE.
THIS DRAWING HAS BEEN DELIVERED ON THE UNDERSTANDING
THAT IT IS NOT TO BE USED IN ANY WAY AGAINST THE INTERESTS OF ALG
DEFENSE AND WILL BE RETURNED ON DEMAND.
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Parts List
PART NUMBER
DESCRIPTION
02-XXX
EMR V3 HANDGUARD
02-350
ALG BARREL NUT
04-200
SHIM SET
#10-32 - 5/16
Button Head Cap Screw
06-124
ALLEN KEY (USA MADE) 1/8 INCH

4

SU

1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
SY

RA

EL

BH
RH
BASIS

NONE

DECIMALS

0.x
0.xxx

0.xx

.020
.010
.003

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES ON
ANGLES 0.3
FRACTIONS 1/32

MATERIAL

HEAT TREATMENT

NONE
FINAL PROTECTIVE FINISH

NONE
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ORIGINAL DATE
OF DRAWING

3/27/2015
NPM 3/27/15

WHG 3/27/2015

WHG 3/27/2015

DRAFTSMAN
ENGINEER
APPROVED
UNIT VOLUME

UNIT WEIGHT
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